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About This Game

“The main hero is a cool and modest guy with a big heart whose name is Rocky. Rocky has won a lot of victories in sport. He
has been an outstanding football player but got a heavy injury. After a rough patch, Rocky meets a beautiful girl who inspired

him again. Now he wants to give her an unforgettable evening, but he needs to earn a bit of money to do that. He decides to put
everything on the line and goes to a closed-door sports arena to participate in a very dangerous and violent game. Only his

professional skills, strong muscles and fortitude can help him to win this contest. «.
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The "FootRock - 2" is an action first-person arcade game. There are no rules and laws! We have abolished time, gravity and
space. Challenge the ordinary reality in our crazy game! Some time ago the first time of the "FootRock" game was released - it

was our first step in this genre, but lots of people liked it. Our experience and the skills we gained helped us to improve the
game and raise it to a qualitatively new level - that's how we created "FootRock - 2"
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Title: FootRock 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
Developer:
nobodyshot
Publisher:
nobodyshot
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1 (64 bit), Windows 7 (32 & 64 bit), Windows Vista (32 & 64 bit)

Processor: AMD Athlon 64 3200+ / Intel Pentium 4 3200+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6100 or compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Onboard Sound

Additional Notes: .net Framework 2.0 or higher

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese
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This DLC Includes alot more trains that just the Flting Scotsman.
For An Example with this dlc you get King Edward II free of charge.
Worth The Money.. A great Megaman style game with beautiful sprites.. A really incredible VR game. Controls very fast
response, fast action and I think it is not recommended to be the first game you try with your helmets because it can disappoint
the rest. Team action, multiplayer and no dizzy effect, as promised. Really a #must if you like shooters. Waiting for
competitions and events to start.. Dear review Reader,

Please do not buy this game, out of five episode promised, delivered were just two and then three years of nothing, intention to
complete the game is obviusly not the topic.. I'm always looking for a new card game to play. I came across this right as it was
being launch. I was not impressed. You have zero choices in the cards coming into play. You Build a deck and then its an auto
play, As in the computer plays the cards from your deck not you. There is a lot of Luck involved in this game. After every battle
that you lose you will be forced to wait a period of time before you will be able to play again. The artwork is nice and some of
the cards have special abilities but i see too many problems coming from other players in the long run for me to be able to
continue to play this for very long. It has Potential to be good but its not there at this time. Im thankful this was a free game.
Good luck to the other players. 3\/10 rating

Please follow me at One on One Gamers. As a curator I am looking for help from you wonderful people on steam to make my
reviews better. Follow, comment, support.. no one is ever online but it is a good game. I got this game on my phone and I
enjoyed playing it, and it's a lot better on the PC version. I've always loved this game, I really found it quite fun to play, with the
speed through the corners and also the crashes. It's basically an F1 version of Mario Kart :D

Only con is when you play it in window mode, it doesn't fit the screen and so it can't be maximized

Although when you do tournaments you have to wait a few days before you can do them which is a shame.

I haven't played online yet but it'll be great fun I think ;)

Pros: Crashes, cars, races
Cons: Window mode, waiting for tournaments. If you are a cricket fan, hours go by fast while playing this. A very addictive and
enjoyable experience which could use some more polish.
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Discovered bricks evolved before humans.. The save function did not work, no volume control.
I took the time to ask to have my .52 cents refuned, a first for me.. If you had to choose a singl DLC for CK2 would be this one.

Makes the game much more alive. It also changes drastically how you'd play as a vassal.. The second TH game that is available
on Steam.
Personally it is one of my most anticipated game.
Being a TH fan for such a long time but found no way to support it, so I bought it without second thought the moment it came
online.

Gameplay wise it is very fast paced I have to say. The implementation of character switch system introduces new combo style
for players to dig ( Though I just mash random keys on keyboard and expect to chain together a move lol).

The art style is really pretty and neat as well. It is obvious to see that this game inherited the same art style from the previous
game ULL, and it works great.

Others: I am really happy to see that there are more characters made playable in this game, and they turn out to be really
astonishing and their skill moves and spell cards really represents their character and ability in the most stylish way.
Also, details such as certain paired up characters have unique interactions in the intro cutscene due to their lore and stories(beef)
with each other.

Music: At last, the musics are great as always, it pumps you up into battle but stand alone they are great arrangement pieces too.

I rate it 10/10, take my money ZUN and buy more beer, get drunk and make even more great games and arrangements for us to
buy.. Cursed Castilla is a game that's very obviously influenced by the Ghouls N Ghosts series. Even though this game is
difficult and incredibly similar to Ghouls N Ghosts, it's different in that it's not as punishing.

I pretty much beat this game in one long gaming session because I assumed that if I were to quit the game, all of my progress
would've been gone and I'd have to replay from the start. Surprisingly, you're able to continue right from where you left off so
you don't have to try and beat this game all at once.

On top of that, there's also pretty much infinite continues. There are consequences to having to use so many continues, but if
you're like me, you don't really care and just want to complete the game.

Like I said, this game is very influenced by Ghouls N Ghosts. In this game you can expect a lot of platforming, a multitude of
monsters regularly found in fantasy, and a challenge that will keep you coming for more.

Even though I enjoyed this game, at times it left me just wanting to play the original Ghouls N Ghosts. That doesn't mean this
game is bad, it's just not entirely original. Depending on what you think, that's both good or bad.

Either way, I recommend this game if you're a fan of challenging retro throwbacks and Ghouls N Ghosts. I give this game a
3/5.. Game has little visuals and not much audio (just some looped music). All controls are in mouse - moving mouse moves
your plane - like cursor in Windows - while pressing/holding LMB shoots bullets. There are even some power-ups. And three
different levels - with Nazis and red background (for first 100 kills), with Illuminati and green background (second 100 kills)
and Ancient Egypt (for last 100 kills) - I tried to decypher some hidden meaning behind that, but fighting Anubis totally broke
my mind. Oh, ending is... unexpected and surprising.

In 30 minutes you'll get all achievements. And that won't be enough to get cards, you'll have to either play it for few hours or
idle it.

Not recommended to buy unless some serious development happens, like more levels, some leaderboards. If you somehow got it
already - some free promo or bundle - well, you can get +1 Perfect Game in rather short time.... yo this game has a ♥♥♥♥ing
30 fps lock. the online mode doesnt works at all, one match played and then nothing. BANDAI said that is my internet problem.
I really loved this game but, please DONT BUY THE GAME.. Truly a great farming sim. still in EA, but boy-howdy, plenty of
content even now. Do yourself a favor and try Fantasy Farming...great characters and a very involved dev.
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